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Abstract
This paper proposes an extension of Sumida and Torisawa’s method of acquiring hyponymy relations from hierachical layouts in
Wikipedia (Sumida and Torisawa, 2008). We extract hyponymy relation candidates (HRCs) from the hierachical layouts in Wikipedia by
regardingall subordinate items of an itemx in the hierachical layouts asx’s hyponym candidates, while Sumida and Torisawa (2008)
extracted only direct subordinate items of an itemx asx’s hyponym candidates. We then select plausible hyponymy relations from
the acquiredHRCs by running a filter based on machine learning with novel features, which even improve the precision of the resulting
hyponymy relations. Experimental results show that we acquired more than 1.34 million hyponymy relations with a precision of 90.1%.

1. Introduction
The goal of this study is to automatically extract a large set
of hyponymy relations, which play a critical role in many
NLP applications such as Q&A systems (Fleischman et al.,
2003) and specification retrieval (Yoshinaga and Torisawa,
2006). In this paper, a hyponymy relation is defined as a
relation between a hypernym and a hyponym when “thehy-
ponymis a (kind of)hypernym.”1 We acquired more than
1.34 million hyponymy relations in Japanese with a preci-
sion of 90.1%.
Many NLP researchers have attempted to automatically ac-
quire hyponymy relations from texts (Hearst, 1992; Cara-
ballo, 1999; Mann, 2002; Fleischman et al., 2003; Morin
and Jacquemin, 2004; Shinzato and Torisawa, 2004; Et-
zioni et al., 2005; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006; Sum-
ida et al., 2006; Sumida and Torisawa, 2008). Most of
these methods, however, require tera-scale documents (e.g.,
a web repository) and powerful computational resources
to acquire a wide range of hyponymy relations that in-
clude concept-instance relations. On the other hand, Sum-
ida and Torisawa (2008) have shown that you could eas-
ily obtain numerous hyponymy relations from Wikipedia;
in particular, they have acquired more than 0.63 million
hyponymy relations only fromhierarchical layoutsin the
2.2GB Japanese version of Wikipedia (e.g., Figure 1 shows
a hierarchical structure of a Wikipedia article shown in Fig-
ure 2). Although the reported precision (76.4%) is insuffi-
cient for practical applications, the hierarchical structures
in Wikipedia are definitely a promising resource to mine
hyponymy relations.

This work was conducted while the second author was a re-
search fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

1This is a slightly modified definition of the one given in
Miller (Fellbaum, 1998, Chapter. 1). The linguistic litera-
ture (e.g., Cruse (1998)) distinguishes concept-instance relations
such as “university”-“Tokyo University” from hyponymy rela-
tions such as “university”-“national university”. However, we re-
gard concept-instance relations as a part of hyponymy relations
since such distinction is not crucial for many NLP applications.
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Figure 1: Hierarchical layout of an article shown in Figure 2

Black tea
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Black tea is a variety of tea that is more oxidized 

than the green, oolong and white varieties.

Common tea brands [edit] 

England [edit] 

Lipton

Twinings

France [edit] 

Fauchon

Amount of Production [edit] 

1. India

2. Sri Lanka

Blended tea [edit] 

Earl Grey tea

black tea with bergamot oil

Chai tea

black tea with the sugar, milk and spices

Category: tea | tea culture

1 Black tea is a variety of tea that 

is more oxidized than the green, 

oolong and white varieties.

2 = Common tea brands=

3 == England ==

4 * Lipton

5 * Twinings

6 == France ==

7 * Fauchon

8 = Amount of production =

9 # India

10 # Sri Lanka10 # Sri Lanka

11 = Blended tea =

12 ;Earl Grey tea : black tea with 

bergamot oil

13 ;Chai tea : black tea with the sugar, 

milk and spices

14 [[Category:tea]]

15 [[Category:tea culture]]

(a) Browser View (b) Source code

Figure 2: Example of a Wikipedia article for ‘Black tea’

In this paper, we extend Sumida and Torisawa’s
method (2008) of acquiring hyponymy relations, and dou-
ble the number of acquired hyponymy relations, while im-
proving the precision by 13.7%. The key idea of our
method is to enumerate a wider range of hyponymy relation
candidates (HRCs) from the hierarchical layouts than Sum-
ida and Torisawa’s method. While Sumida and Torisawa
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extracted direct subordinate items of an itemx as the can-
didates ofx’s hyponyms, we extractall subordinate items
of an itemx as the candidates ofx’s hyponyms. We then ap-
ply a filter based on machine learning with novel features to
the acquiredHRCs to select plausible hyponymy relations.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 briefly explains the structure of Wikipedia and de-
scribes previous studies on hyponymy relation acquisition
from Wikipedia. Section 3 introduces our method of ac-
quiring hyponymy relations from hierarchical structures in
Wikipedia. Section 4 presents experimental results. Sec-
tion 5 concludes this paper and mentions future research
directions.

2. Research Background
In this section, we first explain the structure of Wikipedia,
and then describe previous studies that attempted to acquire
hyponymy relations from Wikipedia.

2.1. The Structure of Wikipedia

Wikipedia is a free, multilingual, open-content encyclope-
dia, and consists of numerous articles that convey com-
prehensive information in the headings (basically concepts
or instances). The Wikipedia is built on the MediaWiki
software package.2, which interprets source codes written
in the MediaWiki syntax to produce human-readable web
pages. Figure 2(a) shows an article on ‘Black tea’, which is
the result of interpreting the source code in Figure 2(b). The
elements of the hierarchical structures used in this study are
as follows.

Headings See lines 2-3, 6, 8, 11 of Figure 2(b). They are
marked up as “=+title=+” in the MediaWiki syntax,
wheretitle is the subject of the paragraph. Note that
“+” here means a finite number of repetitions of the
preceding symbol, and we use this notation in the fol-
lowing explanation as well.

Bulleted lists See lines 4-5, 7 of Figure 2(b). They are
marked as “*+title” in the MediaWiki syntax, where
title is the subject of a listed item.

Ordered lists See lines 9-10 of Figure 2(b). They are
marked up as “#+title” in the MediaWiki syntax,
wheretitle is the subject of a numbered item.

Definition lists See lines 12-13 of Figure 2(b). They are
marked as “;title” where title is a term. Although def-
inition lists contain terms and their definitions, our
method focuses only on the terms.

The basic hierarchical structures of Wikipedia articles are
organized according to a pre-determined ordering among
the above items. In general, items occupy a higher position
in the hierarchy according to the order of headings, def-
inition lists, bulleted lists, and ordered lists. In addition,
note that headings, bullet lists and ordered lists allow the
repetitions of the symbols “=”, “*” and “#”. The number
of repetitions of the symbols indicates the position in the
hierarchy, and the more repetitions of the symbol an item

2http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki

contains, the lower the position the item belongs to. For
instance, “= Common tea brands =” occupies a higher po-
sition than “== England ==” as illustrated in Figure 2(b).
Then, it is easy to extract a hierarchical structure from a
Wikipedia article by parsing the source code of the arti-
cle according to the above order among the mark-up items.
Figure 1 illustrates the hierarchical structure obtained from
the source code in Figure 2(b).

2.2. Hyponymy Acquisition from Wikipedia

Previous studies attempted to extract hyponymy relations
from definition sentences (Kazama and Torisawa, 2007;
Herbelot and Copestake, 2006; Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005)
and category labels (Suchanek et al., 2007) included in
Wikipedia articles.
Kazama and Torisawa (2007) considered the first sentence
of a Wikipedia article as the definition sentence for the
heading of the article, and extracted a hypernym of the
heading from the definition sentence. They exploited syn-
tactic patterns to identify the hypernym in the definition
sentence. Herbelot and Copestake (2006) parsed sentences
in Wikipedia articles to find argument structures that repre-
sent the definition of concepts, and then obtain hypernym-
hyponym pairs from the argument structures. They ex-
tracted 4,771 hyponymy relations from 12,200 animal-
related articles with a precision of 88.5%. Ruiz-Casado et
al. (2005) exploited WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) to learn
patterns for acquiring hyponymy relations. They acquired
1,204 hyponymy relations with a precision of 69%.
Suchanek et al. (2007) regarded the heading of a Wikipedia
article as a hyponym and obtained category labels attached
to the article as its hypernym candidates. A language-
dependent heuristics then selected correct hypernyms from
the hypernym candidates. They acquired more than 2.04
millions of hyponymy relations (relations SUBCLASSOF
and TYPE in their paper) from 1.6 millions of Wikipedia
articles with a precision of about 95%.
Although the above studies extracted hyponymy relations
from the English version of Wikipedia, Sumida and Tori-
sawa (2008) extracted hyponymy relations from definition
sentences, category labels, and hierarchical structures in
Wikipedia articles. They reported that the number of hy-
ponymy relations acquired from the hierarchical structures
was larger than the number of hyponymy relations acquired
from the other resources. We thus focus on the hierarchical
structures to acquire more hyponymy relations.

3. Proposed Method
Our method of acquiring hyponymy relations is an exten-
sion of the supervised method proposed by Sumida and
Torisawa (2008), but differs in the way of enumeratinghy-
ponymy relation candidates(hereafter,HRCs) from the hi-
erarchical layouts, and in the features of machine learning.
Our method consists of the following two steps:

Step 1: We first extractHRCs from hierarchical layouts in
Wikipedia articles.

Step 2: We then select proper hyponymy relations from
the HRCs extracted in Step 1 by using Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) as a classifier (Vapnik, 1998).
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X の一覧 (list of X), X 一覧 (list of X), X 詳細 (details of X),
X リスト (X list), 代表的な X(typical X),代表 X (typical X),
主要な X (popular or typical X),主な X (popular or typical X),
主要 X (popular or typical X),基本的な X (basic X),基本 X
(basic X),著名な X (notable X),大きな X (large X),他の X
(other X),一部 X (partial list of X), *X の詳細 (details of X),
*代表的 X (typical X), *基本的 X (basic X), *著名 X (notable
X), *一部の X (partial list of X)

Figure 3: Patterns for finding plausible hypernym X; pat-
terns with∗ are newly introduced in this study (Japanese
terms used in our experiments are followed by English
translations).

In what follows, we describe each step in detail.

3.1. Step 1: ExtractingHRCs from the hierarchical
structures in Wikipedia articles

We obtainHRCs by considering thetitle of each marked-up
item as a hypernym candidate, andtitles of its all subor-
dinate marked-up items as its hyponym candidates; for ex-
ample, we extract ‘England’, ‘France’, ‘Wedgwood’, ‘Lip-
ton’, and ‘Fauchon’ as hyponym candidates of ‘Common
tea brands’ from the hierarchical structure in Figure 1.
Note that Sumida and Torisawa (2008) extractedHRCs by
regarding thetitle of each marked-up item as a hypernym
candidate andtitles of its direct subordinate marked-up
items as its hyponyms; for example, they extracted only
‘England’ and ‘France’ as hyponym candidates of ‘Com-
mon tea brands’ from the hierarchical structure in Figure 1.
They also employed patterns shown in Figure 3 (e.g., “X
の一覧” (list of X)) to find plausible hypernyms denoted
by X in the pattern. They regarded theHRCs whose hyper-
nyms matched the patterns as correct hyponymy relations,
and did not apply a filter based on machine learning to these
HRCs.
In this study, we use these patterns only to justify the hyper-
nym part ofHRCs; namely, we just replace hypernyms that
match the patterns shown in Figure 3 with the variable part,
by discarding the non-variable part of the patterns. We then
apply a filter based on machine learning toall theHRCs ac-
quired in the manner described in the previous paragraph.
This is because the hyponymy relations whose hypernyms
matched these patterns were still too noisy to use in prac-
tical applications, and we would like to control the total
quality of the acquired hyponymy relations by changing the
threshold of the SVM value for eachHRC.

3.2. Step 2: Selecting Proper Hyponymy Relations
from the acquired HRCs

We select proper hyponymy relations from theHRCs ob-
tained in Step 1 by using SVMs (Vapnik, 1998) as a clas-
sifier. In what follows, we briefly review the features pro-
posed by Sumida and Torisawa (2008), and then explain the
novel features introduced in this study. We expect that the
readers will refer to the literature (Sumida and Torisawa,
2008) to see the effect of the features proposed by Sumida
and Torisawa. In the following explanation, we refer to the
hypernym candidate or the hyponym candidate of eachHRC

as hypernym or hyponym.

POS We assigned a unique dimension in the feature space
to each part-of-speech (POS) tag. When the hyper-
nym/hyponym consists of a morpheme with a par-
ticular POS tag,3 then the corresponding element of
the feature vector is set to 1. When the hyper-
nym/hyponym consists of multiple morphemes, the
feature vectors for all the morphemes are simply
summed (The resulting feature vector works asdis-
junction of each feature vector). The POS tag of the
last morpheme is mapped to the dimension that is dif-
ferent from that of the POS tags of the other mor-
phemes.

MORPH The morphemes are mapped to the dimensions
of the feature vectors. The last morpheme is mapped
to the dimension that is different from that of the other
morphemes.

EXP The expression of a hypernym/hyponym itself is
mapped to an element in a feature vector, and the cor-
responding element is set to 1.

ATTR Using the attribute set created by Sumida and Tori-
sawa (2008), when a hypernym/hyponym is included
as an element of the attribute set, we set a feature cor-
responding to the element to 1.

LAYER Each type of the marking items from which
the hypernym/hyponym is extracted (namely, head-
ings, bulleted lists, ordered lists, or definition lists) is
mapped to an element of a feature vector, and the fea-
ture corresponding to the marking type for the hyper-
nym/hyponym is set to 1.

In this study, we introduce the following three new features
to improve the performance of the classifier.

DIST The distanced between items from which the hy-
pernym and the hyponym are acquired is mapped to
two elements of the feature vector. When the distance
d = 1, one element is set to 1, and otherwise (i.e.,
d ≥ 2) the other element is set to 1. This feature
reflects the tendency thatHRCs acquired from items
whose distance isd = 1 are more plausible than the
otherHRCs.

PAT This feature is set to 1 when the hypernym of the
given HRC is obtained from a hypernym that matches
the patterns in Figure 3. This reflects Sumida and
Torisawa’s observation thatHRCs whose hypernym
matches the patterns are likely to be correct (Sumida
and Torisawa, 2008).

LCHAR This feature is set to 1 when the hypernym and
the hyponym share the last character. SuchHRCs
(e.g., “高等学校 (high school)”-“公立高校 (public
high school)” are likely to be correct, because the last
characters are likely to convey major semantic con-
tents of Japanese compound nouns.

Using the above features, we train an SVM classifier.

3In Japanese, a morpheme takes a POS tag.
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Table 1: Precision of theHRCs in the development set in
terms of the distance

DIST PRE

1 35.0 (1,443 / 4,126)
2 30.7 (915 / 2,981)
3 23.2 (352 / 1,516)
4 22.4 (68 / 304)
5 18.2 (10 / 55)
6 18.8 (3 / 16)
7 0.0 (0 / 2)

TOTAL 31.0 (2,791 / 9,000)

4. Experiments
To evaluate our method, we used the Japanese version of the
Wikipedia version of March 2007, which includes 276,323
articles (pages).4 In Step 2, we used TinySVM5 with a
polynomial kernel of degree 2 as a classifier, and MeCab6

as a morphological analyzer.
We acquired 6,564,317HRCs from the above articles in
Step 1. The test set of 1,000HRCs were randomly extracted
from theseHRCs, and the remainingHRCs were used to
form the development set. We increased the size of the
development set by adding the following four sets, while
investigating the performance of the classifier on the devel-
opment set. The first set was randomly chosen from the
remainingHRCs, and consisted of 9,000HRCs. The sec-
ond set was chosen from theHRCs whose hypernyms did
not match the patterns in Figure 3, and consisted of 10,000
HRCs. The third set was randomly chosen from theHRCs
whose hypernym and hyponym are acquired from items
with distanced = 1 in the hierarchy, and consisted of 9,000
HRCs. The fourth set was chosen from theHRCs whose hy-
pernyms matched the patterns in Figure 3, and consisted
of 2,000HRCs. The total number ofHRCs in the develop-
ment set was 29,900, when we eliminated duplicated en-
tries. There is no overlap between the test set and the de-
velopment set.
A human subject then manually judged whetherHRCs in
the test and development sets are correct or not using the
same criteria as one in Hearst (1992); the subject checked
whether the expression “a hyponym candidate is (a kind of)
a hypernym candidate” is acceptable or not.
To investigate the quality of the inputHRCs, we assessed
the precision of the 9,000 developmentHRCs that were ran-
domly extracted from all theHRCs excluding the test set.
Table 1 shows the precision of the 9,000HRCs according to
the distance between items from which the hypernym and
hyponym of eachHRC are extracted. We can see that when
the distance between the items from which the hypernym
and the hyponym ofHRCs are extracted increases, the pre-

4We excluded “user pages”,“special pages”, “template pages”,
“redirection pages”, and “category pages”, since they are meant
for internal purpose, and excluded “disambiguation pages”, since
they only enumerate possible articles for the ambiguous headings.

5http://chasen.org/ ∼taku/software/
TinySVM/

6http://mecab.sourceforge.net/

Table 2: Precision of the hyponymy relation acquisition

METHOD PRE # RELS. # EST. CORR. RELS.

S & T (2008) 76.4 633,122 484,117
PAT 71.5 221,605 158,447
ML 78.1 416,858 325,670

This paper (Step 1) 28.4 6,564,317 1,864,266
(Step 2) 85.2 1,738,500 1,481,400

Table 3: Effect of each feature in the classification

FEATURE SET ACC PRE REC F1

ALL−POS 89.0 83.7 76.1 79.7
ALL−MORPH 88.2 81.2 76.1 78.5
ALL−EXP 89.3 83.9 77.1 80.4
ALL−ATTR 89.5 84.6 77.1 80.7
ALL−LAYER 88.6 82.9 75.4 79.0

ALL−DIST 89.3 83.9 77.1 80.4
ALL−PAT 89.5 83.8 78.2 80.9
ALL−LCHAR 88.9 85.0 73.9 79.0

ALL−DIST−LCHAR−PAT 88.6 82.0 76.8 79.3
ALL 89.7 85.2 77.1 81.0

cision of theHRCs decreases. However, the extraction of
HRCs from distant items almost doubled the number of cor-
rect hyponymy relations in theHRCs.
Table 2 shows the performance of our method when we
use the whole development set to train the SVM classifier.
The columns titled ‘PRE’, ‘# RELS.’, and ‘# EST. CORR.
RELS.’ show the precision of the hyponymy relations in
the test set, the number of the acquired hyponymy rela-
tions, and the expected number of correct hyponymy re-
lations estimated from the precision and the number of the
acquired hyponymy relations, respectively. The row titled
‘S & T (2008)’ shows the performance of the method pro-
posed by Sumida and Torisawa (2008). The following two
rows show the precision of theHRCs acquired by the pat-
terns in Figure 3 (PAT)7 and that of the results of machine
learning (ML). We successfully obtained more than 1.73
million hyponymy relations with 85.2% precision, which
greatly outperformed the results of Sumida and Torisawa
(2008) in terms of both the precision and the number of
acquired hyponymy relations. The acquired hyponymy re-
lations covered 80,466 distinct hypernyms and 886,781 dis-
tinct hyponyms.
Table 3 shows the performance of the classifier when we
eliminated each type of features. The columns titled ‘ACC’,
‘ PRE’, ‘ REC’, and ‘F1’ show the accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1-measure calculated on the test set. All the newly in-
troduced features contributed to the accuracy, and improved
the total accuracy by 1.1%. The features DIST and PAT
improved the precision of the classifier, while the feature
LCHAR improved the recall of the classifier.
To investigate the trade-off between precision and recall,
we changed the threshold of the SVM values for theHRCs.

7The patterns marked by ‘*’ in Figure 3 were not used in this
acquisition.
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Table 4: Precision and recall of the hyponymy relations in terms of the distance

DIST NUM ACC PRE REC F1

1 446 88.3 (394 / 446) 84.2 (139 / 165) 84.2 (139 / 165) 84.2
2 345 90.7 (313 / 345) 87.3 (62 / 71) 72.9 (62 / 85) 79.5
3 161 90.1 (145 / 161) 87.5 (14 / 16) 50.0 (14 / 28) 63.6
4 39 97.4 (38 / 39) 75.0 (3 / 4) 100.0 (3 / 3) 85.7
5 9 77.8 (7 / 9) 100.0 (1 / 1) 33.3 (1 / 3) 50.0

TOTAL 1,000 89.7 (897 / 1,000) 85.2 (219 / 257) 77.1 (219 / 284) 81.0
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Figure 4: The P-R curve of the hyponymy relation ac-
quisition: a classifier learned with all the features, one
learned with the features introduced in (Sumida and Tori-
sawa, 2008), and S&T (2008) ML in Table 2.
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Figure 5: The P-R curve of the hyponymy relation acquisi-
tion: impact of the newly introduced features.

Figures 4 and 5 show the P-R curve of the hyponymy rela-
tion acquisition using the feature set in Table 3. We can ob-
serve that the newly introduced features improve the preci-
sion in the range of the recall greater than 60%. We can im-
prove the precision of the acquired hyponymy relations by
making the threshold of the SVM values larger. By setting
the threshold to 0.36, we obtain 1,349,622 hyponymy rela-
tions with a precision of 90.1%, which cover 46,653 distinct
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Figure 6: The P-R curve of the hyponymy relation acquisi-
tion: impact of the size of the training data.

hypernyms and 739,972 distinct hyponyms. We obtained
on average 4.88 hyponymy relations from one Wikipedia
article with a precision of 90.1%.
To investigate the contribution of the newly extractedHRCs
to the acquired hyponymy relations, we classified theHRCs
in the test set into subsets according to the distance be-
tween items from which the hypernym and hyponym are
extracted. Table 4 shows the performance of the SVM clas-
sifier for the resulting subsets of the test set. The column
DIST shows the distance between items from which the hy-
pernym and hyponym are extracted, whileNUM shows the
number of theHRCs. The columnsACC, PRE, REC, andF1

show the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-measure cal-
culated on each subset of the test set. Although there is a
larger number of noisyHRCs in the subsets of the test set
which were acquired from distant items (DIST ≥ 2), we
successfully maintained the precision of the acquired hy-
ponymy relations above 75%. Boosting the recall of hy-
ponymy relations acquired from the distant items will be
the key to improve the performance of our method.
Figure 6 shows the performance of our method when vary-
ing the number of the trainingHRCs from 1,000 to 8,000.8

We can clearly observe that both precision and recall natu-
rally improved with a larger size of the training data.

8Here, all the trainingHRC samples are chosen from the 9,000
HRCs randomly extracted from all theHRCs excluding the test set.
This is because the other training data used for constructing the
final classifier were selected from a certain subset of theHRCs.
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Table 5: Hyponymy relations acquired from hierarchical structures in Wikipedia: incorrect hyponyms are marked as ‘*’,
while fictional objects are marked as ‘#’. The hypernyms and hyponyms are followed by their English translations.

HYPERNYM HYPONYM

世界遺産
(world heritage)

エーランド島南部の農業景観 (Agricultural Landscape of southern̈Oland)，アイット (Ait)*，マヌー国立公園 (Manú national Park)，アム
ステルダムの防御壁 (Defence Line of Amsterdam)，トカイ地方のワイン産地の歴史的文化的景観 (Tokaj Wine Region Historic Cultural
Landscape)，アクスムの考古遺跡 (Aksum)，ラサのポタラ宮の歴史的遺跡群 (Historic Ensemble of the Potala Palace, Lhasa)，シャー
ロッツビルのモンティセロとバージニア大学 (Monticello and the University of Virginia in Charlottesville)，サン＝サヴァン・シュル・
ガルタンプ修道院付属教会 (Abbey Church of Saint-Savin sur Gartempe)，タッシリ・ナジェール (Tassili n’Ajjer)

湖 (lake) カリバ湖 (Lake Kariba)，ナセル湖 (Lake Nasser)，ツーク湖 (Lake Zug)，ヌーシャテル湖 (Lake Neucĥatel)，丹沢湖 (Lake Tanzawa)，シャ
スタ湖 (Lake Shasta)，ユタ湖 (Utah Lake)，ダル湖/ダール湖 (Dal Lake)，イシク湖 (Lake Issyk-Kul)，ウィンドメア湖 (Lake Windermere)

惑星 (planet) アスト IV (Asto IV)#，アナサジ (Anasaze)#，ドドー (Dodo)#，カタリナ (Katharina)，天王星 (Uranus)，ラロス (Laros)#，パッサ
(Passa)#，ムトラル (Mutral)#，フリーザム (Freezam)#，ファルランド (Farrangu)#

公園 (park) 中丸緑地 (Nakamaru Green Park)，鹿島・扇平自然公園 (Kashima-Ogidaira National Park)，元宮公園 (Motomiya Park)，南八幡宮児童
遊園 (South Hachimangu Children’s Playground)，諏訪ヶ原公園 (Suwagahara Park)，香里ヶ丘西公園 (Kourigaoka West Park)，堂山公園
(Douzan Park)，牧野公園 (Makino Park)，かりん緑地 (Karin Green Park)，第八公園 (The Eighth Park)

公共施設
(public institution)

老人福祉センター (welfare center for the elderly)，福祉施設 (welfare institution)，都立墨東病院 (Metropolitan Bokutoh Hospital)，バグ
ダード国際空港 (Baghdad International Airport)，仁保新町公園 (Niho-Shinmachi Park)，稚内市総合文化センター (Wakkanai Cultural
Center)，公立陶生病院 (Tosei General Hospital)，三島市民文化会館 (Mishima Citizens Cultural Hall)，泉崎村さつき公園 (Izumi-Zaki
Village Satsuki Park),広島警察学校 (Hiroshima Police Academy)

日本のテーマパーク
(theme park in Japan)

カドリードミニオン (Cuddly Dominion)，ひろしまドッグぱーく (Hiroshima Dog Park)，フェニックス・シーガイア・リゾート (Phoenix
Seagaia Resort)，石部宿場の里 (Ishibe Shukuba no Sato)，メキシコサボテン公園 (Mexico Cactus Park)，阿蘇ファームランド (Aso Farm
Land)，国営ひたち海浜公園 (Hitachi Seaside Park)，むしむしランド (Bugbug Land)，サニーワールド長島 (Sunny World Nagashima)，
日光江戸村 (Edo Wonderland Nikko)

スーパーマーケット
(supermarket)

アバンセ (Avance)，川口中青木店 (Kawaguchi-Nakaaoki Branch)*，上原店 (Uehara Branch)*，リョービプラッツ (Ryobi-Platz)，ニシ
ナフードバスケット西大寺店 (Nishina Food Basket, the Saidaiji Branch)，K マート (Kmart)，エスパティオ (Spatio)，タウンプラザか
ねひで (Town Plaza Kanehide)，フジマート (Fuji Mart)，ディオ (Dio)

航空会社
(airline company)

ビーマン・バングラデシュ航空 (Biman Bangladesh Airlines)，シルク航空 (Silkair)，タイ国際航空 (Thai Airways International)，ポリネ
シアン航空 (Polynesian Airlines)，エア・サイアム (Air Siam)，エールリネール (Airlinair)，新疆航空 (Xinjiang Airlines)，琉球エアー
コミューター (Ryukyu Air Commuter)，アシアナ航空 (Asiana Airlines)，ノースウエスト航空 (Northwest Airlines)

猟犬 (gun dog) 前田犬 (Maeda Ken)，秋田犬 (Akita Inu)，越路犬 (Koeji Inu)，赤城犬 (Akagi Inu)，琉球犬 (Ryukyu Inu)，レトリーバー (Retriever)，高
安犬 (Kouyasu Inu)，ゴールデン・レトリーバー (Golden Retriever)，ハウンド (Hound)，薩摩犬 (Satsuma Inu)

天然記念物
(natural monument)

八代のツルおよびその渡来地 (Crane in Yatsushiro and the migration area)，杉 (ryptomeria)*，龍野のカタシボ竹林 (Katashibo bamboo
grove in Tatsuno)，トキ (crested ibis)，三ヶ沢の乳イチョウ (‘Chichi’ Ginkgo in Mikasawa)，ヤマガタダイカイギュウ化石 (Fossil of
Dusisiren dewana)，中津層群神沢層産出の脊椎動物化石 (Vertebrate fossil excavated in the Pliocene Nakatsu group)，アカヒゲ (Ryukyu
Robin)，海老名の大欅 (Large zelkova tree in Ebina)，運源寺の大カエデ (Large maple tree in Ungen-ji temple)

サクラ (cherry tree) エリザベス・サクラ・マツシタ (Elizabeth Sakura Matsushita)*，オシドリザクラ (Cerasus incisa, ‘Oshidori’)，ヒウチダニキクザクラ
(Cerasus jamasakura ‘Hiuchidani-kikuzakura’)，ウズザクラ (Cerasus serrulata, ‘Spiralis’)，ニッコウザクラ (Prunus tschonoskii)，コトヒ
ラ (Cerasus jamasakura, ‘Kotohira’)，ヤエノオオシマザクラ (Cerasus speciosa, ‘Plena’)，シラタキザクラ (Prunus shirataki)，ショウド
ウザクラ (Prunus× syodoi Nakai)，クシマザクラ (Prunus lannesiana, ‘Kusimana’)

戦争映画作品 (war film) ホワイト・バッジ (White Badge)，ローレライ (Lorelei: The witch of The pacific ocean)，ムルデカ (Merdeka 17805)，ＳＨＯＡＨショ
アー (SHOAH)，パール・ハーバー (Pearl Harbor)，マーフィの戦い (Murphy’s War)，モスクワ大攻防戦 (The Battle for Moscow)，零
戦燃ゆ (Zerosen Moyu)，あゝ同期の桜 (Aa Douki no Sakura)，眼下の敵 (The Enemy Below)

民族楽器
(folk instruments)

クレタのリラ (Cretan lyre)，アゴゴ (agoĝo)，クラベス (claves)，ウード (oud)，高胡 (gaohu)，二胡 (erhu)，馬頭琴 (morin khuur)，パ
ンパイプ (panpipes)，ギロ (güiro)，ボンゴ (bongo drum)

文房具 (stationery) のり (adhesive)，修正テープ (correction tape)，付箋 (post-it note)，印章 (seal)，輪ゴム (rubber band)，鉛筆 (pencil)，画鋲・虫ピン
(thumbtack)，綴じ具 (fastener)，画板 (drawing board)，カッティングマット (cuttingmat)

工具 (tool) ロッキングプライヤ (locking plier)，ウォーターポンププライヤ (water pump plier)，油圧工具 (hydraulic tool)，電動工具 (electric tool)，
ラチェットレンチ (ratchet wrench)，研削工具 (grinding tool)，バイス (vice)，スナップリングプライヤ (snap ring plier)，振動・ハン
マードリル (hammer drill)，メタルソー (circular saw)

アジア系民族 (Asian) マレー人 (Malays)，アイヌ民族 (Ainu people)，タイ人 (Thai people)，ウズベク人 (Uzbeks)，アラブ人 (Arab)，ニヴフ民族 (Nivkh)，
漢民族 (Han Chinese)，朝鮮民族 (Koreans)，カザフ人 (Kazakhs)，トルクメン人 (Turkmen people)

日本人サッカー選手
(Japanese football player)

新井場徹 (Toru Araiba)，田中達也 (Tatsuya Tanaka)，菅又哲男 (Tesuo Sugamata)，中田浩二 (Koji Nakata)，佐野達 (Toru Sano)，村
井慎二 (Shinji Murai)，森岡隆三 (Ryuzo Morioka)，川勝良一 (Ryoichi Kawakatsu)，北嶋秀朗 (Hideaki Kitajima)，石川直宏 (Naohiro
Ishikawa)

彫刻家 (sculptor) オーギュスト・ロダン (Auguste Rodin)，鈴木実 (Minoru Suzuki)，平櫛田中 (Denchu Hirakushi)，瀧口政満 (Masamitsu Takiguchi)，イ
サム・ノグチ (Isamu Noguchi)，高田博厚 (Hiroatsu Takata)，佐藤忠良 (ChuuRyou Sato)，ジャン・ティンゲリー (Jean Tinguely)，高
芙蓉 (Fuyo Kou)，雨宮敬子 (Keiko Amenomiya)

研究者 (researcher) 西田幾多郎 (Kitaro Nishida)，川人光男 (Mitsuo Kawato)，中村健之介 (Kennosuke Nakamura)，リチャード・カープ (Richard Karp)，
ヴァルター・ベンヤミン (Walter Benjamin)，豊岳信昭 (Nobuaki Toyotake)，山崎昭 (Akira Yamazaki)，重井輝忠 (Terutada Omoi)，ジェ
ローム・ブルーナー (Jerome Bruner)，佐々木克巳 (Katsumi Sasaki)

学校行事 (school event) 球技大会 (ball game)，卒業式 (graduate ceremony)，夏季休業中 (During summer holidays)*，学園祭 (school festival)，芸術鑑賞会
(art appreciation)，推薦・学業特待入学試験 (preferred testing/scholarship exam)，クレメンティ校 (Clementi campus)*，野外実習 (field
exercise)，応援合戦 (Cheer-leading battle)，学芸会 (Japanese cultural festival)

祭事 (festival) KKB こども博 (KKB Child Exhibition)，MBC 夏まつり (MBC summer festival)，YOSAKOI かすや祭り (YOSAKOI Kasuya festival)，
あったか天草椿まつり (Attaka Amakusa Tsubaki festival)，いげ神社祭 (Ige shrine festival)，いなさ人形劇まつり (Inasa puppet show
festival)，いろは祭り (Iroha festival)，うちわ祭 (Uchiwa festival)，うどん祭り (Udon festival)，うなぎ祭り (Eel festival)

大会 (competition) USBCマスターズ (USBC Masters)，一般大会 (General contest),女の子も告白したい (Girls also wanna declare their love)，USA セブ
ンズ (USA Sevens)，ACM 国際大学対抗プログラミングコンテスト (ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest)，カレッジボ
ウル (college bowl)，全日本相撲選手権大会 (Japan sumo championships)，日本以外の地域の大会・国際大会 (foreign and international
competition)，全日本レディースバドミントン選手権大会 (Japan ladies badminton championships)，カルガリー大会 (competition in
Calgary)

技 (technique) 三角蹴り (Sankaku-Geri)，炎戒 (Enkai)#，虎牙連斬 (Koga-Renzan)#，ネックブリーカー (Neck Breaker)，月光 (Gekko)#，バリヤーガ
ス (barrier gas)#，リバースバイパー・ホールド (reverse viper hold)，ラルフキック (Ralf kick)#，龍槌翔閃 (Ryutsui-Shosen)#，エレク
トリッガー (electrigger)#

スポーツ競技
(sporting event)

混合競技 (mixed competition)，モーグル (mogul skiing)，フィギアスキー (figure skiing)，トライアスロン (triathlon)，フットボール
(football)，ドラゴンボート (dragon boat)，バスク・ペロタ (Basque perota)，ボウリング (bowling)，ライフル射撃 (rifle shooting)，ワ
ンダーフォーゲル (Wandervogel)

Table 5 shows examples of the acquired hyponymy rela-
tions. The hypernyms are manually selected and 10 hy-
ponyms are randomly selected for each hypernym. For
some classes such as ‘planet’ and ‘technique’, many fic-

tional objects (marked as ‘#’) are extracted as hyponyms
(e.g., a fictional planet in a scientific fiction). We may have
to distinguish these fictional objects from real objects in
certain application contexts.
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Table 6: Classification of false positives of the classifier

RELATION # AVE . SVM-SCORE EXAMPLE(HYPERNYM CANDIDATE - HYPONYM CANDIDATE)

meronymy 7 0.625 ‘松下家’ - ‘松下響子’ (‘the family of Matsushita’ - ‘Kyoko Matsushita’)
concept-facet 5 0.214 ‘私設応援団’-‘浦和レッドダイヤモンズ’ (‘supporters’ groups’-‘Urawa Red Diamonds’)
instance-value 4 0.171 ‘スタジオイースター’ - ‘うた∽かた’ (‘Studio Easter’ - ‘Uta Kata’)
suffix-match 3 0.161 ‘プロレス技’ - ‘代表的な技’ (‘pro wrestling techniques’ - ‘typical techniques’)
facet-instance 1 0.095 ‘ラトロア’ - ‘ジェラルド・メイスン’ (‘Ratroa’ - ‘Gerald Mason’)
other 2 0.113 ‘趣味・嗜好・特技’ - ‘大塚に’ (‘hobby-preference-skill’ - ‘Otsuka ni’)

TOTAL 22 0.315

We finally investigated details of the errors in the SVM
classifier. We applied the SVM classifier to 1,000HRCs that
were randomly selected from all theHRCs excluding the
test and development sets, and manually investigated the
classification results. The classification accuracy of these
HRCs was 89.1% (233 true positives, 658 true negatives, 22
false positives and 87 false negatives).
Table 6 summarizes the types of false positives. Meronymy
(part-of relation;e.g., ‘car’-‘engine’) is the most frequent
error, and the current classifier yields a high score for
this type of error. To filter out meronymy correctly,
we will need additional criteria to judge hyponymy rela-
tions, for example whether they have the same attributes
in common (Dowty et al., 1980; Almuhareb and Poe-
sio, 2004). The hierarchical structures also represented
instance-attribute/value relations, and some instance-value
pairs were wrongly regarded as hyponymy relations. We
found that an attribute that specifies the relation between
the instance and the value usually appeared between the
nodes from which the instance and the value were ex-
tracted. For example, in the hierarchical structure that in-
cluded ‘Studio Easter’ (a design studio) and ‘Uta Kata’ (TV
animation series) as titles of nodes, there was a node titled
‘主な参加作品 (Major work)’ between them. We will be
able to filter out these instance-value pairs by using infor-
mation on the other nodes in the original hierarchical struc-
tures as features for machine learning. The other two cases,
‘concept-facet’ and ‘facet-instance’, are both related to a
facet label, which is usually a value of a specific attribute
to classify instances according to the attribute’s value (e.g.,
‘England’ and ‘France’ in Figure 1 are values of the at-
tribute ‘country’ of tea brands). For example, ‘Urawa Red
Diamonds’ (a football club) is used to classify ‘supporter’s
groups’ in terms of the target they support, while ‘Ratoroa’
(location) is used to classify characters (‘Gerald Mason’)
in a novel in terms of their origination. The hierarchical
structures often included such facet labels to show a cer-
tain classification of instances. The three hyponymy rela-
tions whose hypernym and hyponym shared the last charac-
ter were wrongly regarded as correct hyponymy relations.
This will be over-fitting due to the feature ‘LCHAR’.
We next investigated the difference between the 87 false
negatives and the 233 true positives in terms of the number
of available training samples. We extractedHRCs in the de-
velopment (training) set whose hypernym candidates were
one of the hypernyms extracted from the false negatives and
true positives. Although there were on average 66.6 labeled

Table 7: Classification of true negatives of the classifier

RELATION #

instance-value 229
concept-attribute 168
facet-instance 64
meronymy 45
concept-facet 15
attribute-value 15
attribute-facet 2
other 120

TOTAL 658

HRCs for the hypernyms extracted from the true positives,
there were on average only 17.7 labeledHRCs for the hyper-
nyms in the false negatives, which means the hypernyms in
the false negatives were relatively infrequent in the training
set. We will exploit training samples for hypernym candi-
dates that are synonymous with or superclass of the infre-
quent hypernyms to solve the data sparseness problem.
Table 7 shows the classification of the 658 true negatives.
We found that hierarchical structures in Wikipedia were
mainly used to express instance-attribute-value relations,
meronymy relations and concept-(facet-)instance relations
(hyponymy relations). In Table 7, most of theHRCs classi-
fied as ‘other’ were extracted from items in distant positions
in the hierarchical structures, and the hypernym and hy-
ponym candidates were irrelevant. We will obtain instance-
attribute-value triples from the hierarchical structures.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented an extended version of Sumida and
Torisawa’s method (2008) of acquiring hyponymy relations
from the hierarchical structures in Wikipedia. We extract
more hyponymy relation candidates from the hierarchical
structures than the original method to increase the number
of hyponymy relations acquired by the method. We suc-
cessfully acquired more than 1.34 million hyponymy re-
lations, which doubled the number of hyponymy relations
acquired by the method, and we also increased the preci-
sion by 13.7% (from 76.4% to 90.1%). Since the number
of Wikipedia articles increases day by day (cf. 276,323 ar-
ticles in March 2007 to 449,233 articles in March 2008), we
can obtain a larger number of hyponymy relations by sim-
ply applying our method to the latest version of Wikipedia.
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In future research, we plan to apply the SVM classifier to
HRCs acquired from the definition sentences and category
labels in Wikipedia articles. We will apply our method to
the Wikipedia in other languages, such as English. We will
also evaluate the acquired hyponymy relations in practical
application contexts.
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